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Six-Figure System™ 
Lesson 2 Condensed: “Formulating a Schedule” 

Introduction 
*** This condensed version of the main lesson is for review purposes only. For an in-depth 
explanation of each of the items listed here, please refer to the main PDF lesson. 

————————————— 

Objective:  To “formulate a schedule” of strategic activities to create a balanced attack for 
growing all the important areas of your business. 

————————————- 

BUILDING BLOCKS 
Glaring Problem: They spend a disproportionate amount of time on lower value activities in 

their business and don’t spend enough time focusing on the high value activities. 

Your third business decision is to departmentalize activities into a balanced 
plan. 

THE MISSING INGREDIENT: This is the major missing element in 
most marketers’ efforts to build an internet business. They “hit and 
miss” with various activities and never make any significant progress. 

3 “Departments” of Business-Building Activities 
1. Activities That MANUFACTURE.  

These are activities related to setting things up.   

Example: A classic example would be setting up a mailing list. You 
obviously can’t begin gathering subscribers, sending mailings or making 
money until you have the actual list mechanically in place. 

You might consider these activities the basics or the building blocks. They are the 
foundational things you must do before you can continue progressing. 

2. Activities That MULTIPLY.  

These are activities related to expanding or growing your business. 
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Example: A few examples of this category of activities would include:  
buying advertising, training affiliates, creating viral reports, sending out 
solo mailings, etc. 

You might consider these activities things that “add to” or “repeat” what you’re doing to 
expand your business. They are the things you do to increase your “market reach” (Site 
Traffic + List Size). 

3. Activities That MAXIMIZE.  

These are activities related to improving or enhancing your assets. 

Example: A couple of examples would include improving your 
salesletter to convert more visitors into buyers, and adding an “upsell” 
to get buyers to spend more money with you. 

You might consider these activities the finishing touches. They are the things you do to 
make the most of your assets. 

CRITICAL: A balanced approach to scheduling your time lets you grow 
your business in each of the important areas. 

5 Rules of Scheduling 
1. FIND Your Zone. If you thrive under pressure, then over-schedule the activities of your 

3-hour schedule to challenge. If you fold under pressure, then under-schedule the 
activities of your 3-hour schedule to relieve you. 

2. FOCUS On The Real Goal. Remember that your chief pursuit is to be productive.  
(“Make progress towards a worthwhile objective.”) 

3. FINISH What You Are Able. Don’t freak out if you don’t get it all done. One of the 
leading causes of failure is impatience. Slow and steady wins this race! 

4. FIGHT The Urge To Stray. Don’t let “offers” distract you away from your schedule.  
Don’t let someone else rob you of your success and cheat you of your progress. Stick to it 
and keep moving forward! 

5. FORESEE Your Upcoming Week. Plan your following week’s schedule on Friday. 

CORE CONCEPT 

Place specific internet business-building  
activities under each of your critical  

“departments” in a prioritized schedule. 
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Your fourth business decision is to divide your schedule into prioritized blocks. 

Note:  Please refer to the “activities.pdf” file that you received with this week’s lesson 
materials for a lengthy list of activities that manufacture, multiply and maximize – with 
weekly, bi-weekly, monthly and quarterly designations. 

• Use the “activities.pdf” file as a starting place 

• Modify and add to the “activities.pdf” file to meet your own needs. 

IMPORTANT: You want to schedule activities that MANUFACTURE, activities that 
MULTIPLY and activities that MAXIMIZE in each of your three primary business asset 
categories: offer development, list marketing and traffic generation. 

Putting It All Together In An Easy-To-Follow Schedule 
The P.A.C.E Planning System™ 
Step 1: POSITION mandatory activities. Your scheduling begins with those things that 
MUST be done during the following week. 

Step 2: APPROPRIATE time for periodic tasks. Look at your list of bi-weekly, 
monthly and quarterly activities.  Is it time for any of those to be placed on your schedule?  If 
so, then schedule time blocks. 

Step 3: CREATE a balanced attack.  You want at least ONE of each of the three 
“departments” (manufacture, multiply, maximize) of activities represented on your week’s 
schedule if at all possible. 

Step 4: ESTABLISH a prioritized sequence.  Ask yourself three simple questions to 
determine what gets done first… 

• What’s necessary? 

• What’s multi-use? 

• What’s easiest? 

FOR YOUR USE: Don’t forget to use the P.A.C.E. Planning Sheets™ that 
I provided with your materials this week. There are daily, weekly and 
monthly planning sheets that have been custom-created for this 
program. They make scheduling a breeze. 

NOTE:  Your “small tasks / support” session each day is primarily reserved for those things 
that “come up” during your week that need your attention. You can, if you choose, schedule 
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things to do for this time period should there be nothing pressing that needs your attention.  
This time spot is great for activities that “manufacture”. (Set things up) 

6 Powerful Ways to Skyrocket Your Profit Completing The  
Exact Same Activities You’re Going To Complete Anyway 
--------------- 

These ideas are designed to help you focus the activities of your schedule on areas that most 
effectively work towards your yearly income goals. 

--------------- 

1. Make Residual Income A Priority. Your overall business plan needs to include some 
kind of residual-income generating offer (your own, or an affiliate offer).   

2. Turn Your Assistance Into Assets. Anytime you share useful information (posting to 
Facebook®, answering emails, etc.) store it in a document file on your computer.  
Compile your useful “tips” into money-making assets… 

• Create products. 

• Conduct teleseminars / webinars. 

• Organize mini-courses. 

• Develop free reports. 

• Setup a coaching class. 

• Etc. 

3. Add Stealth Solo Mailings To Your Auto Sequences. Insert strategically designed 
solo mailings that “appear” to be NON-sales oriented, but are in fact designed to get sales. 
(Refer to the main lesson PDF file for complete details.) 

4. Create High Profit Offers.  You’re going to work on creating offers (whether your own, 
or as an affiliate for someone else)… why not work on offers that make you $497.00 per 
transaction as opposed to $19.95 per transaction? You can more quickly reach your income 
goals by earning larger chunks of profit per sale for your efforts. 

5. Develop REAL, Long-Term Partnerships. There are many reasons why (refer to the 
main lesson PDF file for complete details) this is important, but the bottom line is this: you 
get an extra income stream with minimal extra effort – and another large portion of your 
yearly income goals just became easier to achieve. 
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6. Concentrate On Activities That Grow Exponentially. You are limited in what you 
can do alone. (So am I!) We can achieve much more by enlisting the help of other people.  
Two examples of ways to grow your business exponentially… 

• Affiliate Program. Whether it’s an affiliate program for your own product or a 2-tier 
sub-affiliate team you develop to promote someone else’s product… your business can 
grow exponentially by recruiting, equipping and training others. 

• Viral eBooks / Content. Create short, free reports and good long form content that 
others can give away and share to create a windfall of automated sales that continues 
to grow on its own. 

IN A NUTSHELL: Your successful schedule is all about… 

• Creating a balance of activities that manufacture, multiply and 
maximize your business. 

• Prioritizing your weekly activities into blocks of time that allow 
you to get maximum, multi-use results from your time. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
Here’s your homework... 

(Get that frown off your face!) 

You’ve got three things to do before our next lesson.   

As always, if you have any questions at all about the assignments, email me and I’ll get back 
to you asap. 

• PREPARE a “master” list of weekly, monthly and quarterly activities. I’ve 
given you my own list in the activities.pdf file. Modify it. Scratch things off it. Add your 
own items to it. (You do not need to turn this list in to me … but you do need to create 
it. ) 

• PUT TOGETHER a start-up list of things you need in place first. These are 
going to consist of your initial activities that “manufacture”. What do you need to get 
started once this training is over? (Again, you do not need to turn this list in to me…
although it is a perfect time to ask questions if you have them!) Here is what I consider 
a “minimum”:  

• An opt-in page for people to join your list. 

• A “thank you” page for subscribers to arrive at after joining. 

• An autoresponder account with at least 1 followup email message. 
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• PLAN your first weekly schedule after the e-coaching. This one you turn in!  I 
want to see your weekly schedule for the first week after the e-coaching is done. Follow 
along with the weekly P.A.C.E. planning sheet and checklist that came with your 
materials (weekly_pace.pdf). Type your schedule into an email and send it to me for 
review. 

Until then! 

 
 

Brian T. Edmondson 
Author, Six-Figure System™
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